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Purpose: To assess the benefits of cochlear implantation in the elderly.
Patients and methods: A retrospective analysis of 31 postlingually deafened elderly
($60 years of age) with unilateral cochlear implants was conducted. Audiological testing
included preoperative and postoperative pure-tone audiometry and a monosyllabic word recognition test presented from recorded material in free field. Speech perception tests included Ling’s
six sound test (sound detection, discrimination, and identification), syllable discrimination, and
monosyllabic and multisyllabic word recognition (open set) without lip-reading. Everyday life
benefits from cochlear implantation were also evaluated.
Results: The mean age at the time of cochlear implantation was 72.4 years old. The mean postimplantation follow-up time was 2.34 years. All patients significantly improved their audiological
and speech understanding performances. The preoperative mean pure-tone average threshold for
500 Hz, 1,000 Hz, 2,000 Hz, and 4,000 Hz was 110.17 dB HL. Before cochlear implantation,
all patients scored 0% on the monosyllabic word recognition test in free field at 70 dB SPL
intensity level. The postoperative pure-tone average was 37.14 dB HL (the best mean threshold
was 17.50 dB HL, the worst was 58.75 dB HL). After the surgery, mean monosyllabic word
recognition reached 47.25%. Speech perception tests showed statistically significant improvement in speech recognition.
Conclusion: The results of this study showed that cochlear implantation is indeed a successful
treatment for improving speech recognition and offers a great help in everyday life to deafened
elderly patients. Therefore, they can be good candidates for cochlear implantation and their
age alone should not be a relevant or excluding factor when choosing candidates for cochlear
implantation.
Keywords: cochlear implantation, elderly, audiometry, speech perception, speech recognition,
hearing loss, hearing aid
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Most of the hearing-impaired elderly have difficulties with speech perception that
negatively affects their social life. In this group of patients, hearing loss is one of the
most frequent difficulties. Some of them suffer from severe-to-profound hearing loss
(hearing thresholds $70 dB HL) and appropriately fitted conventional hearing aids
provide very limited benefit, which may lead to social isolation, loneliness, and depression, that may seriously affect their everyday life. They become dependent on others in
daily activities, such as going out, going for doctors’ appointments, watching television,
or answering the phone. In such cases, cochlear implantation (CI) might be a method of
choice for the treatment of hearing loss. Its benefits in the pediatric and adult population have been well documented. Recently, there has been a growing interest in CI in
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deafened elderly. Previously, the use of cochlear implants
in this group of recipients was very limited as compared to
younger patients, possibly due to the assumption that elderly
people might not perform well enough. The reasons might
have been as follows: 1) risks of CI surgery that may outweigh the benefits; 2) older patients with cochlear implants
might have limited improvement in auditory abilities because
of central deficits in the integration centers of hearing and/or
auditory pathways; 3) coexisting physical and cognitive
capabilities might also have an impact on perioperative and
postoperative recovery and rehabilitation.1–3 Recent experience with implanted elderly, including ours, is in opposition
to those previously misleading assumptions and supports the
idea of CI in this group of patients.
The aim of this retrospective study was to analyze the
benefits of CI in elderly patients ($60 years old) based on
audiological and speech perception assessments along with
evaluation of CI influence on daily activities.

Materials and methods
This retrospective study analyzes data from 31 patients with
postlingual bilateral profound hearing loss. All of them were
implanted unilaterally with a multichannel cochlear implant,
and received the following implants: 17 Cochlear® Nucleus
(nine Nucleus Freedom, eight Cochlear CI512; Cochlear,
Macquarie Park, Australia), 12 Digisonic® SP (Neurelec,
Vallauris, France), and two Harmony™ (Advanced Bionics,
Valencia, CA, USA). Before the surgery, all patients underwent very careful multidisciplinary evaluation to determine
their candidacy for CI. The inclusion criteria were as follows:
severe-to-profound bilateral sensorineural hearing loss; postlingual onset of hearing impairment, limited to no benefit
from appropriately fitted hearing aids (monosyllabic word
recognition score in free field #35% at 70 dB SPL in aided
condition, rely heavily on lip-reading); social isolation due
to deafness; no medical or radiological contraindications for
surgery; desire to improve hearing; good motivation; and
realistic expectations from CI. A preoperative general medical assessment was performed to exclude underlying disease,
which would be a contraindication for surgery under general
anesthesia. Temporal bone computer tomography scans were
obtained to assist in surgical planning.
The mean age at the time of implantation was 72.4 years
old (standard deviation [SD] =8.1; range from 60 to 87 years
old). The speech processors were activated 1 month after
the surgery in all cases, followed by mapping of the device.
Almost all patients continued to use their cochlear implant
at least 8 hours a day. One patient decided not to use her
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implant anymore due to no benefit from it. She stopped using
her implant about 1.5 years after implantation.
All patients returned for regular follow-up and fitting
sessions. The majority of them underwent aural rehabilitation.
A few patients did not go for rehabilitation appointments due
to difficulty in reaching the rehabilitation center. They lived
far away and according to their statements, it was too complicated for them to go to rehabilitation appointments. The
patient who stopped using her CI was one of them.
The mean post-implantation follow-up time was 2.34 years,
the shortest follow-up time was 4 months (two patients), all
others (29 patients) were followed-up $6 months, and
18 for more than 12 months. The longest follow-up time was
9.61 years. The study analyzes data at time intervals of 3, 6,
and 12 months post-implantation.
Preoperative and postoperative audiometric evaluation
included pure-tone audiometry in free field (from 125 Hz
to 8,000 Hz) and word recognition in free field measured
using the Polish phonetically balanced monosyllabic word
test from recorded material in quiet conditions. The phonetically balanced monosyllabic word test consists of ten
lists of 20 monosyllabic words. Each list is a formally used
selection of words with phonemes that appear with the same
frequency at which they occur in the normal lexicon (at
which they occur in ordinary conversation in that language,
Polish in our case). The word recognition test in free field
was measured at different presentation levels to obtain word
recognition scores (percentage of correct recognition) at a
range of stimulus levels, from minimum (0%) to maximum
possible score. The score at 70 dB SPL (normal speech level)
was then compared. The minimum score (speech detection
threshold) was the lowest sound intensity at which speech was
detectable in 50%, but was not recognized yet (recognition
0%); in other words, the patient was only aware of the sound
(words) in 50% of presented sounds (words).
The speech perception tests were performed by a speech
therapist and included the following: Ling’s six sound test
(sound detection, discrimination, and identification), syllable
discrimination, and monosyllabic and multisyllabic word
recognition (open set) without lip-reading. Those tests were
conducted using live voice at the presentation level of about
65–70 dB SPL. Ling’s six sound test was applied to test the
three following skill levels: sound detection, discrimination,
and identification, with identification being the most difficult
task in this test. First, detection was checked, then discrimination as the second level skill in the hierarchy. In order to
identify Ling’s sounds, the individual was required to indicate
the sound he/she heard by saying it (repeating the sound). In
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the results, we show the identification score of Ling’s test. In
the monosyllabic and multisyllabic word recognition tests,
the lists of 20 words were used to examine discrimination
and identification of skills. The scores show the percentage
of proper identification of the words used in the tests.
In the follow-up appointments, along with auditory evaluation, speech perception tests, and speech processor fitting,
the patients were asked about their everyday activities and
the influence of the implantation on their lives. The questions
evaluated following issues: 1) auditory–verbal communication along with perception of spoken language through the
auditory sensory modality; improvements in communication with a familiar and unfamiliar person, necessity of
lip-reading, and ability to talk through the phone using a
cochlear implant; 2) interactions with household members,
relatives, and friends; 3) the openness to meet new people and
to engage in new interactions; 4) independence in everyday
activities like going out, shopping, or doctor’s appointments;
5) speech perception in noisy environments. The responses to
those questions were very helpful in evaluating the everyday
benefits of CI in those patients.
In the follow-up appointments, auditory evaluation and
speech perception tests assisted in the speech processor’s
fitting procedure (mapping). The mapping was always conducted very carefully in order to obtain the best possible
performance.
STATISTICA software version 10 (StatSoft, Inc., Tulsa,
OK, USA) was used for statistical analysis of data. Data were
tested for normality, parametric, and nonparametric criteria.
Student’s t-test, repeated measures analysis of variance, and
correlation analysis were used and P-values of ,0.05 were
considered statistically significant.

Results
All patients significantly improved their audiological and
speech perception performances. The audiological results
described below present free field performance.
The preoperative free field mean pure-tone threshold
for 500, 1,000, 2,000, and 4,000 Hz (pure-tone average
[PTA]) was 110.17 dB HL (SD =16.84, the best mean
threshold was 78.75 dB HL, and the worst still detectable threshold was 130 dB HL). Before CI, all patients
scored 0% on monosyllabic word recognition in free field
at 70 dB SPL intensity level. None of them were able to
have telephone conversations. The postoperative mean
PTA was 37.14 dB HL (SD =9.89, the best mean threshold was 17.50 dB HL, and the worst mean threshold was
58.75 dB HL). After the surgery, mean monosyllabic word
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recognition reached 47.25%. Figure 1 presents mean free
field audiometric results.
Pure-tone audiometry results for frequencies of 500,
1,000, 2,000, and 4,000 Hz before and after CI were compared (changes over time). Statistical analysis showed that
there was a strong significant improvement in thresholds
for all mentioned frequencies (P,0.01). A similar outcome
was achieved in the audiometric test of monosyllabic word
recognition from recorded material in free field at the intensity of 70 dB SPL, from 0% of word recognition before CI
to 47.25% after implantation (Figure 1).
Speech perception tests performed by speech therapists
before and after CI also presented highly statistically significant improvement (P,0.01) over time. Before implantation,
only eight patients were able to identify some of Ling’s
sounds, only two were able also recognize some of the syllables, and only five were able to recognize a few multisyllabic words in the open set test. All of the others scored 0%
in speech perception tests before surgery. After CI, this
situation changed and evolved over time. After 6 months of
implant use the mean score in Ling’s six sound test reached
91.43%, the syllable discrimination score reached 33.93%,
the monosyllabic words score reached 34.29%, and the
multisyllabic words recognition score reached 59.64%. After
12 months, the scores in all speech perception tests increased,
reaching the mean of 98.33%, 42.22%, 46.11%, and 75.56%,
respectively (Figure 2).
In the analyzed patients, three groups could be distinguished using following criteria: 1) a low benefits group – no
auditory–verbal communication, only detection of sounds,
implant aided free field PTA $50 dB HL; 2) good benefits
group – auditory–verbal communication with familiar persons with a little help of lip-reading, implant aided free field
PTA ,50 dB HL and $30 dB HL; and 3) a very good benefits
group – auditory–verbal communication with familiar and
unfamiliar individuals even without lip-reading, implant
aided free field PTA less than 30 dB HL.
The low benef its group of patients presented no
auditory–verbal communication and was the minority (five
patients, 16.13%, three of them were under 70 years old).
In those cases, the cochlear implant provided sense of
sounds, but did not improve communication skills. Their
social life remained reduced to minimum interactions. Their
mean PTA was 53.25 dB HL (SD =3.59), with only 12%
monosyllabic word recognition in the free field test at 70 dB
SPL intensity level.
In the good benefits group of patients (19 patients,
61.29%), the cochlear implant enabled them to hear sounds
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Figure 1 Results of free field audiometric tests in elderly patients before and after cochlear implantation.
Notes: In panel (A) pure-tone audiogram thresholds are shown. In panel (B) speech recognition test scores measured using the Polish phonetically balanced monosyllabic
word test in quiet from recorded material are presented. In panel (B) the plain curve represents normal hearing results as a reference. The plain curve in panel (B) represents
normal hearing results as a reference.
Abbreviations: CI, cochlear implantation; FF, free field; PTA, pure-tone average.

and provided better communication and better contact with
household members, relatives, and friends, and in most cases
with unfamiliar individuals with little help from lip-reading.
This led to increased independence in everyday life. The
mean PTA was 37.04 dB HL (SD =5.56), with 52.73% mean
monosyllabic word recognition.
In the very good benefits group, seven patients (22.58%)
demonstrated very good perception of spoken language
through the auditory–sensory modality. In their case,
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the cochlear implant provided them with great help in
communication. It offered them a possibility to have conversation not only with family and friends, but also with
an unfamiliar person even without lip-reading, and in most
cases, with several unfamiliar people. A few of them were
able to have simple conversations with a little help from
lip-reading in noisy environments. Most of those patients
were able to have conversations on the phone. Their mean
monosyllabic word recognition in free field reached 76%
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Figure 2 Speech perception tests results of Ling’s six sound test, syllable discrimination, monosyllabic and multisyllabic word recognition tests without lip-reading before
cochlear implantation, and 3, 6, and 12 months after implantation.
Note: In each test, the improvement over time is easily noted.
Abbreviations: CI, cochlear implantation; m, months.

(SD =14.31), and mean implant aided PTA in free field was
25.89 dB HL (SD =3.76). They often met with other people,
neighbors and friends, and were open to meet new people. In
that group, only one patient was under 70 years old, all others
were over 73 and the oldest was 87 years old.
The results of the postoperative free field pure-tone
audiogram and monosyllabic word recognition test from
recorded material in all three groups of patients are presented
in Figure 3.
The correlation analysis showed that age was not correlated with the postoperative performance in this group of
elderly patients (P.0.05).
There were no perisurgical complications and no major
postsurgical complications. Four patients reported vertigo.
In one case, the vertigo was present before the surgery but
remained at the same level afterwards. It did not matter if
the implant was turned on or off, in both situations it did not
influence the vertigo feeling. The patient was scheduled for
postural rehabilitation. In this case, hearing benefits after
implantation were very good. This patient was able to talk
on a phone using her cochlear prosthesis. In the three other
cases, vertigo appeared some time after the surgery, but
diminished over the time of rehabilitation.

Discussion
Conventional hearing aids effectively treat different degrees
of hearing loss, except for cases of severe-to-profound
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hearing impairment, in which even the most powerful hearing
aids may not be enough to solve the auditory needs of these
patients. Such hearing loss in the elderly leads to isolation
from society and contributes to depression.4–9 In those cases,
CI appears to be the optimal solution. For individuals with
severe-to-profound hearing impairments, CI is a widely
accepted and effective treatment method providing access
to sound. However, implantation in the elderly still remains
a point of discussion. Some factors that are specific for the
elderly population may affect the outcomes of this high
technology device; ie, long duration of deafness, age-related
degenerative changes in the auditory pathways, progressive
central auditory dysfunction, diminished intellectual and
cognitive abilities, and coexisting morbidities which could
increase the perioperative complications.1,2,10 A review of the
literature provided evidence of improved hearing and speech
perception ability in elderly cochlear implant recipients.9–15
Our study demonstrated that age should not be a factor
in deciding who should undergo CI. Most of our elderly
patients with cochlear implants presented good and very
good results, and according to their statements, they cannot
imagine a life without the device. Adaptation to hearing
with the cochlear implant took them a relatively short time.
Most of the patients started to notice a difference after about
2–3 months with progress over time. Their audiological
outcomes and speech perception improved dramatically
over time. Our findings are in agreement with those in the
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Figure 3 Results of free field audiometric tests in elderly patients before and after cochlear implantation with regard to the three groups of patients.
Notes: The patients were grouped according to implantation benefits as follows. Group 1: almost no benefits. Group 2: good benefits. Group 3: very good benefits.
In panel (A) pure-tone audiogram mean thresholds are shown. In panel (B) speech perception test scores measured using the Polish phonetically balanced monosyllabic word
test in quiet from recorded are presented. The plain curve in panel (B) represents normal hearing results as a reference.
Abbreviation: PTA, pure-tone average.

existing literature. In their study, Labadie et al16 showed that
the elderly population achieved significant improvement in
auditory performance after CI. The authors stated that the
elderly might need more time to reach the same scores as
their younger counterparts.
Similar to the results of our patients are the ones reported
by Shin et al.17 Most subjects in their study reported the
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ability to be aware of the environmental sounds, and to have
a conversation with a person who is familiar or unfamiliar
to them. However, in contrast to their report, some of the
patients from our study reported an improvement also in
conversation in noisy environments with a little help from
lip-reading and some of them were able to answer the
phone. Vermeire et al18 showed once more that audiological
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performance of the geriatric population after CI led to useful
hearing and the results showed a significant improvement in
quality of life.
Kelsall et al14 and Waltzman et al19 demonstrated in their
studies that elderly patients with severe-to-profound hearing
impairment obtained benefits from CI despite the possible
existence of age-related auditory processing problems.
Sterkers et al20 also reported similar observations in a geriatric population with cochlear implants. Results of our study
strongly support those findings. Our study showed that age
was not correlated with the postoperative performance and
therefore should not be a predictive factor of patients’ postoperative success.
When it comes to surgical complications of CI in our
study, we did not register any perioperative or major postoperative problems. However, we registered four minor
complications and all of them were vertigo; one was present before the surgery and remained after, and three others
appeared after the surgery but diminished with time of
rehabilitation. It should be kept in mind that problems that
are more serious may happen in the implanted elderly; ie,
Kelsall et al14 reported two cases of major complications that
required revision surgery. Migirov et al10 reported the following major complications: implant reaction in one patient,
one case of facial nerve paralysis, and one cholesteatoma.
They also reported some minor complications: three incidents
of seroma, two wound infections, and five vertigo cases.
Transient impairment of the vestibular system that caused
vertigo resolved spontaneously within the first postoperative
month. In their recent retrospective review about CI in the
elderly (aged $60 years old), Chen et al21 reported minor
complications in 9.2% of patients (surgical site infection,
balance problems, delayed postoperative facial weakness,
and facial nerve stimulation) and major complications in
4.7% (meningitis, immediate postoperative facial weakness,
device failure, flap dehiscence, and necessity of surgical
removal). Surgical removal was required in 3.8% of the
analyzed patients. The authors stated that safety concerns
for CI in the elderly were comparable to those of younger
adults and children. In opposition to the mentioned studies,
Shin et al17 reported no major complications.
In their literature review about CI in a geriatric population, Yeagle et al22 stated that the risks associated with CI
surgery did not significantly increase with age. Labadie et al16
presented no significant difference in operative time, length of
stay in the hospital, hospital charges, and audiological speech
recognition scores between younger and older implanted
patients. We agree with their opinion that as with any other
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surgical procedure, the risks and benefits of CI need to be
discussed in detail with the patients and their family members
prior to surgery. However, not only surgical risks should be
discussed. We support the idea that patient counseling should
also be focused on establishing appropriate expectations as
they relate to outcomes, including limitations of the cochlear
implant and its maximum benefits. For that reason, we divided
our patients into three groups based on postoperative performance. In our opinion, it made a good point about differences
in patient results. This should be discussed with patients and
their families prior to surgery.
It is important to counsel not only patients themselves, but
also to involve their family in the whole process. Most elderly
patients are usually no longer drivers themselves and some of
them live far away, often lacking their own transportation to
appointments. Distance and transportation issues may further
impede or limit access to appropriate care, as occurred in a
few cases in our study. Additionally, coexisting disabilities
including poor vision and diminished manual abilities and
cognition can further affect the ability to use the cochlear
implant successfully. Those are some of the reasons why
family members are important to be involved in counseling and should become an integral part of cochlear implant
rehabilitation. That is how we do it in our department.
As shown in our study, cochlear implants in deafened
elderly are of great help in communication with other
people. The cochlear implant enabled them to hear sounds
and provided better contact with household members, relatives, and friends. In most cases, it offered the possibility of
conversation with unfamiliar individuals with a little help
from lip-reading. In some cases, it allowed conversation with
unfamiliar individuals without lip-reading and for phone
conversations. As mentioned before, without an implant,
the deafened elderly would have been dependent on their
family members in everyday life. The CI offered the majority of them a chance for one-on-one conversations, which
offered more independence from family members. The doctor’s appointments may serve as an example. In case of any
disease, the elderly with the implant were able to be more
involved in the conversation or even talk one-on-one with a
doctor and in that way to be much more independent in making decisions regarding their health and life. Moreover, it is
important that family and general physicians learn more about
cochlear implants in the elderly. Following Chen et al’s21
opinion, CI in deafened elderly is still quite low. More studies on the subject, including differences in results of CI in
deafened elderly, such as the results presented in our study,
would contribute to help family and general physicians in
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more informative counseling. The elderly come to these
doctors most often when they seek help for health problems,
including hearing.
We are in agreement with Chen et al’s21 opinion that future
research and publications are needed for better understanding
of differences in the benefits of CI in older patients.

Conclusion
The results of this study showed encouraging outcomes, that
CI in the severe-to-profoundly deafened adult population over
60 years old provided improvement in auditory performance,
speech perception skills, and communication ability, which
led to increased independence. Our study provides more
evidence that CI is indeed a successful treatment for improving speech perception in deafened elderly and offers them a
chance to become more active in everyday life. The elderly
can be good candidates for CI and they should not be denied
it based on age alone. However, careful consideration must be
given to various multidisciplinary challenges that exist within
this population. Eventual neural degeneration aspects and
inefficient central auditory processing in the elderly should
be taken into account in the preoperative assessment. This
group of patients is not homogenous and as presented in our
study, the postoperative implantation results may vary among
them. Proper counseling is crucial when evaluating elderly
candidates for cochlear implant. Our study stresses that fact
and may be helpful for clinicians in making CI recommendations for their patients. Still, as shown in our results, it is clear
that age should not be a relevant or excluding factor when
choosing candidates for cochlear implant surgery.

Disclosure
The authors report no conflicts of interest in this work.
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